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cat. no. 103.06

Glazing of partition panels

GLAZING IN PLASTERBOARD PARTITIONS 
 

With the system of partition panels, a glazed window panel represents one of the basic elements to
construct clean workplaces and areas with maximum safety, sterility, hygiene, easy maintenance
and sanitation.

The system in question is the PHARMA glazing system, offering double-sided glazing where the
glass pane is in plane with the surface of the panel. Its design makes it suitable especially for
hospital environments, areas in pharmaceutical industry, electrical engineering industry,
mechanical engineering industry, food industry, etc.

MORE INFORMATION, PHOTOS

TECHNICAL DATA

Type
Glazing in plasterboard partitions
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Panel thickness
100 mm
125 mm
150 mm
75 mm

Structural opening dimensions
width height
1000 mm 1200 mm
1000 mm 1500 mm
1200 mm 1200 mm
1200 mm 1500 mm
800 mm 1200 mm
800 mm 1500 mm
Maximum dimensions of nominal opening AxB is 1500x1500mm! Min. width 560 mm, max. dimension 1500 mm. Min. height 800 mm, max.
dimension 1500 mm.

Glazing
laminated safety glass, thickness 6 mm
float glass, thickness 4 mm
atypical
Note: As standard the glazing is of clear glass, but it is possible to order an atypical version with milk glass.
Float glass design only for glazing with sill 1100mm and above.

Frame hue and material
metal sheet, hue RAL 9002
metal sheet, hue RAL 9016
Stainless steel AISI 304 FIN 8
metal sheet, hue RAL

Atypical design
Type design
Atypical design
Type design
0 - Unique specification out of offered versions
Atypical design
Q - atypical design that cannot be uniquely specified by a code
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